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DISTRICT DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

Fellow Wingers:
We have had a great start to the new year. New members signed up at the
motorcycle show and some great rides and rally planned for riding season. Have you
signed up for the rides and rally yet? Rooms are booking fast and rally registration
goes up in price after May so early registration will save you money and ensure your
spot at this once every 2-year event!
Register today at:
www.wingsinthecariboo.com – District Rally
www.gwrra-nwc.com – District Rides and Victoria Days Salmon Arm
This year is a big R&R year. Recruitment & Retention. We are on a "full court press" for membership. We want new
members and we want to keep those members that we have not reached out to and perhaps have lost interest in
GWRRA. That is my fault! Everything that happens in a given organization is a direct reflection of its management and
I intend to change the retention rates. That’s is my job!
How will I accomplish this, with your help of course? We have an Email Emissary that is reaching out to those
members that do not attend functions or take in Chapter life. We are encouraging them to do just that, to get
involved and at least stay informed as they may find something that fits their needs. Your Job; when they do decide to
attend a function, you / we must be welcoming. We must make them feel that they are truly "in" not "in the way".
The other area that will need your assistance is recruitment. It starts with us. It is a grass roots movement that begins
with opening a dialogue with other like-minded riders.
So, I am trying to put myself in your place…"what is this idiot talking about now"? I am not overly erudite; however, I
am not completely stupid either. I get it. I understand that my constant harping about membership specifically
recruitment and retention must be getting on all of your nerves.
It seems that I am not making my point…I do not believe that is the case. I believe that you all have the same sense of
urgency about our group as I do. I believe that you all have just not unleashed your enthusiasm as I have. It's the
weather, that's it…yeah that's it, the weather!
Look it is really quite simple, we all know someone that rides that is not a member. It can be a friend, an
acquaintance, family member or just another rider you meet on the road. Open with the dialogue as mentioned
earlier. Then taking out your new "recruitment kit" go through it with them.
Frankly it works. We have proven this at the motorcycle show. I will be attending chapter meetings to hand out kits
and review the features and benefits selling campaign contained within the kit. Its just a matter of talking!
Remember we offer very good value for money as there is so much more being offered than just membership in the
Best International Riding Association in North America. There will be a contest attached to the recruitment program
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one with personal incentive and one with chapter incentive. Be mindful that GWRRA offers the "Find a Friend"
program as well. With plenty of reasons to seek new members why not take a shot at it?
Riding season is getting closer daily and I am excited to take advantage of
all the riding opportunities. I would like to see a "profusion of
participation" from all chapters at all riding events this year. Let's make it
the best riding season ever! See you all real soon!
Thank you for a great start to this year! Thank you for being members of
GWRRA; your membership and participation is what makes GWRRA the
finest international riding association in North America.
Until I see you all again, Be safe – Ride safe.

Respectfully
Kevin Bramhoff
District Director – District N.W.C "The Great North West Coast"

DISTRICT EDUCATOR: GAVIN KAREY-MCKENNA
Well, now that snow is here (February 2019) in the lower mainland, and has been for a
while in the rest of the District, it means that riding season will soon be upon us.
Every year we store our rides for the winter with the thoughts of taking them back on the
roads in the spring. We have changed the oil, cleaned off the dust and mud, checked our
tires for damage, hooked up our battery tenders and covered them with cloth to keep the
dust off.
With spring and a warming of the weather, it is time to uncover, recheck fluid and air
levels, and wait for that beautiful morning we are sure will shortly follow.
However, for the past few months we have been driving a four-wheel vehicle and some of
our motorcycle riding habits will have lost their edge. In a four-wheeler we become part
of the herd of vehicles on the road. Riding a motorcycle requires an enhanced set of
survival instincts that can be diminished after being part of a more visual, larger and, dare we say, comfortably warm
vehicle.
Motorcycles are shorter, harder to see and given less respect than their four-wheeled cousins. Not only do we need
to increase our survival skills, we need to allow drivers of other vehicle to become re-introduced to our presence on
the road. Motorcycle Awareness Month comes five months into the new-year, yet many of us will be on the road in
February or March (in the lower mainland). It is more likely that other drivers will not see us, not give us the room we
require on the road, or even the respect we give them as fellow motorists. Even if they see us they may not register
that we are there. Short of taking all four-wheeled vehicles off the road, it will be up to each of us to bring back our
survival skills needed for safe motorcycling on the road.
Before we pull out of garages or driveways, we need to shift our mental gears back into riding a motorcycle again.
Remember “Squeeze Clutch Shift Brain into Gear”.
(Generously taken from More Proficient Motorcycling by David Hough)
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GWRRA NWC (NORTH WEST COAST) DISTRICT
District Director: Kevin Bramhoff: director@gwrra-nwc.com
http://gwrra-nwc.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2033564500194434/

GWRRA SCHEDULES
BC-A (Vancouver) https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzEcR6Ei4hmja0NtUWdPcXVwZHc/view
BC-C (Chilliwack) http://www.gwrra-bcc.org/gwrra-bcc-events
BC-D (Surry) http://www.gwrra-bcd.org/events.html
BC-G (Kamloops) http://gwrra-bcg.org
BC-P (Prince George) http://gwrra-bcp.org
BC-V (Victoria) https://sites.google.com/site/victoriagwrra/chapter-schedule
YT-A (Whitehorse) http://gwrra-yta.org
Washington State Chapters http://www.gwrra-wa.org/

BC CHAPTER A (VANCOUVER)
Monthly Breakfast Gathering
3rd Sunday of every Month (except Dec). Breakfast at 8 AM, Gathering at 9 AM
Ricky’s Country Restaurant 2350 Boundary Road, Burnaby
Tuesday Night Coffee (Rides in season)
Wendy’s – 3698 Grandview Hwy, Vancouver. Coffee 6:00 at PM, Ride at 7 PM
Saturday and Holiday Morning Coffee (Rides in season)
McDonalds – 3695 Lougheed Hwy, Burnaby. Coffee at 8 AM, Ride at 9 AM
Directors: Dave Ward and Giselle Collins: chapteradirector@gmail.com

BC CHAPTER D (SURREY)
Monthly Dinner Meeting
1st Wednesday of the month: 5:30 for Supper, 7PM for the Meeting
Ricky's Family Restaurant, 8958 - 152nd Street Surrey, B.C.
Friday Night Coffee & Ride (weather permitting)
6:30 for Coffee, Ride at 7PM, Tim Horton's on Fraser Hwy & 166
Director: Doug Conley: directorsbcd@gmail.com

BC CHAPTER C (CHILLIWACK)
Monthly Dinner Meeting
3rd Tuesday of every month (except Dec) Dinner @ 6:00 PM, Meeting @ 7:00 PM
The Rendezvous Restaurant, 9360 Young Rd, Chilliwack
Director: Karin Young: gwrrabcc.director@gmail.com

BC CHAPTER V (VICTORIA)
Monthly Breakfast Meeting
Every fourth Sunday of the month at 8:30 AM Ride to follow (weather permitting)
Jasmine`s Restaurant – 1752 Old Island Hwy
Friday Night Coffee & Ride (weather permitting)
Tim Hortons, 739 McCallum Rd, Victoria, BC V9B 6M1
6PM Coffee, Kick Stands Up at 6:45
Chapter Director: Tony Brooks | gw.rider@outlook.com
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It’s a new ERA!

Motorcycles are just machines that we use to transport us during the
pleasant activity of riding, nothing more. It is just a preference, not a
reflection on the rider good or bad!
District Policy is to embrace all bikes and all styles.
District N.W.C. "The Great North West Coast"
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MEMBER PROFILE: BARRIE ALDRICH
Barrie and Gail have been members of GWRRA
since 2006.
I don't hold any positions, but I have taken several
hands on biker and biking courses including one for
trikes.
I grew up on a farm, so started riding when I was
about 10. I have ridden or owned several bikes
including an early TNT, next was a Honda Trials
125cc with a Jake brake, applying the Jake brake,
you could go down a steep sloop on shale with the
wheels barely turning. Next was a Honda 250,
Endurea, I was stopped by the police onetime &
found out that you needed a driver’s license, who
would of guessed, but by that time I had been
riding for 20+ years, next was a Honda, 1982
Interstate, I owned it for 4 years, next was a Honda Gold Wing 1500, which I travelled all over the Western United
States, even had it registered and licensed in California, where I lived for 6 months a year during the winter. And
finally my current model, a 2004 Honda Gold Wing 1800, converted in a factory to a Champion Trike. The total
number of Kilometers ridden, over the 50+ years, on the six bikes, would be in excess of 330,000 kilometers (200,000
Miles).

Best Two Motorcycle Experiences: In 2006, I, along with a group of Victoria Chapter members went to Wing Ding in
Billings, Montana. On display, was a Gold Wing Trike, and a Champion Trailer, pictured as above, that belonged to the
GWRRA couple of the year. It was a show trike and the owners lived in Tennessee. After much investigation, I located
them, and in August, we reached an agreed price for the trike and trailer. In September my wife and I flew to
Tennessee and picked up the trike. Traveled around Tennessee for a few days. We road it home and encountered,
gale force winds in Kansas, that prevented many two wheel bikes from being on the road, a very stable trike. In
Colorado we encountered torrential rain, sleet, snow, and hail; at one point the temperature was minus 2C and
freezing. We had to hold up in Laramie for a couple of days for the ice on the roads to melt. After 3 weeks we were
home; crossing the border at Victoria and registering the trike, it only took about 10 minutes with customs at the
border.
Scariest experience: While riding with four Victoria friends down the West Coast of Washington, Oregon and
California; where I was usually riding in third position. While in the Red Wood Forests however, for the first time I was
in 2nd position and behind a retired teacher who was leading and on a sportster/crotch rocket. I wiped out on a
declining radius corner at 80 kph, partially sliding under the guard rail, fortunately it prevented me from going over
the cliff and falling a thousand feet into a gorge. Many people stopped to help me including my two friends who were
behind me, with a couple of cars in between. There was a lot of sand on the corner and sliding on it may have
prevented a lot of damage to the bike and me; fortunately the front wheel was not bent and we proceeded. Speed &
riding over one’s ability is not a good mix.

Best thing about GWRRA: In a word, that would be the fellowship I receive from the Victoria Chapter Members,
including the help I receive in maintaining my bike. But that is not all; while in Kansas, my heel and toe shifter fell off
the bike. I went to a service station and got some heavy string and tied it to the shifter stub, thinking that I could shift
into 2nd gear etc., shifting down I thought would not a problem as I could use my foot. That did not work very well,
but did get me to the next town in 2nd gear. I called a man from the GWRRA gold book and he was marvelous. I
followed him home and learned he had a machine shop in his garage. He made bushings out of washers, by welding
them together and then machining them down to work. In all it took several hours. When he was finished I offered
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him money, but he refused to take any, and then I offered to take him and his wife out for dinner. Little did I know
that his wife and daughter had gone onto a wedding by themselves; he was to follow in an hour. What a man, I will be
forever grateful. As a side note: when he picked me up in his jeep, I noticed that it had several intercom and CB radios
in it, (six) and the body was full of dents, thousands of them, the windows were cracked all over. He was an
emergency response man and chased tornados and hurricanes in Kansas. He developed the machine that shot golf
ball sized things into the clouds, that was used in the movie starring Hellen Hunt, about the tornado chasers and
reporters who cover same.

VICTORIA TO ARIZONA, OCTOBER
2018 BY DONNA WALTON
Donna Berkes Walton
· October 12 at 5:33 PM ·

NEWLEY INTRODUCED NORTHWEST
COAST DISTRICT ROCKERS
$18 Each
Contact your Chapter for more info

I had a nice night in Jackpot, NV (thanks Debbie) but
woke up to a chilly morning. My bike said it was -1C
and even with the cover on I had frost on the
windshield. The electrics were working great (thanks
Bob) and by the time I got to Ely it had warmed up to
7C. The closer I got to Vegas the warmer it got, hitting
27C by the time I got to my hotel. I was definitely
cursing myself when I hit rush hour traffic in Vegas.
One more day to go.
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https://wingsinthecariboo.com/

NORTH WEST COAST DISTRICT WEBSITE AND FACEBOOK PAGE
You can find us on the Web or Facebook:
https://gwrra-nwc.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2033564500194434/

HTTPS://GWRRA-NWC.COM/BLOG/2018/12/01/GYPSY-RIDE-2019/
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For more info: http://41.wing-ding.org/
Accommodations: https://book.passkey.com/event/49791664/owner/760/landing
Booking has now opened!

ADVERTISING
GWRRA Members’ Personal Ads: Free
Business Card Ad: $5 per month (minimum 12-month purchase)
¼ Page Ad: $ 10 / month (minimum 6-month purchase)
½ Page Ad: $20 / month (minimum 3-month purchase)
Full Page Ad: $30 / month (minimum 2-month purchase)

FOR SALE: KURYAKYN ACCESSORY FUSED TERMINAL - $30
Kuryakyn Accessory Fused Terminal Part # 2208. Three connections (One 10 amp and Two 5 amp) protected by a 20
amp main fuse. E-mail gw.rider@outlook.com for more info.
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Rider's Gazette
Presented by "The Carbon Monoxide Warriors" Terry
Teeft & Kevin Bramhoff

Fellow Riders:
Welcome to the second edition of the Riders Gazette. I guess we did it! We did not receive any complaints that we know
of at least. This time round we will proceed with the same theme of personal responsibility, following up on R.E.A.D.Y...
A couple of afternoons ago Terry and I were discussing the recent inaugural article. We felt that a further article about
personal responsibility with respect to riding would be timely.
We have all heard the phrase "Ride your own Ride"…what does that mean. Trying to contextualize "ride your own ride"
can be difficult as this phrase has different meanings for different people. It boils down to this, it ultimately means that
you are responsible for your own personal safety.
Within that context personal safety ranges from your state of mind, to the gear / protective clothing you wear, to your
riding style. Confidence plays a big role in your own personal safety, confidence that your gear will protect you should
something occur, confidence in your state of mind and riding ability as well as style.
It also takes confidence in yourself to do what you feel comfortable in doing. It takes confidence to choose to be an
individual when facing peer pressure. It also takes courage to pull out of the group when they are doing something you
are not comfortable with and not bow to peer pressure. Perhaps the group is going too fast for your comfort zone or too
slow, or passing in what you would consider dangerous conditions, you need the courage of your convictions to give you
the confidence to act in accordance with your comfort / safety zone.
It takes courage to expose your convictions to a hard-core group, however, be mindful, you are responsible for your
safety not that group. Ride your own ride, stop when you need to, and decide to ride when you want. If you do not wish
to ride in poor weather conditions or high traffic or darkness or a particular time of day, Ride your own Ride!
As you are riding your own ride, listen to the voices in your head (we all know Terry & I hear voices, maybe not the type
you hear, but voices none the less) you need to brave enough to recognize them. When you are uncomfortable, perhaps
going too fast riding above your skill set and you hear that little voice in your head saying "slowdown" then perhaps the
voices in your head are correct! Pay attention to yourself do not let the pressure of the rest of the group dictate your
ride. Do is what comfortable for you.
Ask yourself, how am I riding today? Am I focusing? Little things like that. Speak to another rider, one following you
perhaps and ask them what they see…are you doing okay? Come to think of it, ensure you ask someone with riding
experience. Who do you listen to, someone that claims to have ridden for 35 years but really only has 1 years'
experience repeated 35 times, or a seasoned trusted, formally trained rider? The choice is yours.
While we are at it, do not feel overly secure in the "Cocoon of Safety". Just because you are AGATT, wearing high vis
gear, being safety conscious, (all things we advocate) surrounded by a group of other riders does not mean you can Zone
Out! All that gear, being in the middle of a group does not excuse you from being vigilant and reflective of your riding. It
is not "follow the leader", reflect on your riding and ensure you are doing your best.
Each and every time you ride keep your head in the game. Keep observing, keep learning, that that can help keep you
not only safe, but alive.
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Since we are on a rant, don't cheap out on your gear and don't fall for the trendy stuff! Purchase the best gear you can
afford, after all you don't have a "Ten Dollar head, why wear a Ten Dollar helmet"? Those trendy good looking cool
fingerless gloves…consider this, if you went down, even a small slide, one you could walk away from, your hands are
going to be in contact with the pavement somewhere along the slide. With the skin scraped off your fingers, how are
you going to "take care of yourself" after being perched upon the porcelain throne? Think about it…personal
responsibility!
Fellow riders just be mindful, all rides are different and all settings are different. Have the confidence in your abilities.
Think about it and be able to admit that "you are" or "you're not" ready and when out riding, recognize what the
"voices" are saying. If they are saying "Not having a good time at the moment", have the confidence and courage to
"Ride Your Own Ride".

For More Info Contact: bobandfonzie@gmail.com
Website: https://sites.google.com/site/victoriagwrra/bare-bones-fish-and-chips-run
You can join us at the 3rd Meeting Point if you’re coming from the Mainland

Email technical questions about your Gold Wing
to a real mechanic w/ 30 yrs experience.
workbench@gwrra.org
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These posts and more can be found at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2033564500194434/
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THE CARIBOO GOLD RUSH

People came from all over the world. Some
travelled from Scotland, England, Germany and
even from China. Most came north from San
Francisco after the California gold rush ended. They
came by ship because there were no roads linking the
Fraser River or Cariboo yet. They came to make their fortune in the
fantastic new land of the Cariboo!
Becoming a miner in the Cariboo was not an easy task. Once a miner
had purchased a license and supplies, he might have taken a paddle
wheeler across the Strait to New Westminster. Most likely though,
to keep costs down he paddled a canoe with four or five other hardy,
adventurous people. From New Westminster paddle-wheelers
moved up the Fraser River to Fort Yale, which was as far as the
steamers could travel.
After that, travel was on foot along rough trails. With 70 or more
pounds on your back (32 kg), it was hard work. You didn't travel far
in one day.
Some of the trails were old fur brigade trails used by the Hudson's
Chinese Miners
Bay Company to transport furs down to their Pacific coast out-posts.
One was the abandoned Hudson's Bay Company trail which led up from Fort Yale to Fort Kamloops, and the other was
a trail that ran from Fort Hope to Fort Kamloops. In 1859, James Douglas authorized the construction of a road (a 4foot-wide mule trail) called the Douglas Trail from the coast to the interior.
It was not until rich strikes were made on the
upper Fraser River and in the Cariboo that
better routes to the gold-fields became a
priority. In May 1862, the Royal Engineers
commenced construction of the Cariboo
Wagon Road. Starting at Yale, the road
eventually lead through the Fraser Canyon, on
to Lytton, and then along the Thompson and
Fraser rivers to Quesnel. It was built wide
enough to accommodate wagons, and greatly
accelerated the movement of men and
materials into the goldfields.

The Sternwheeler Lillooet
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Member / Riders Opinion - Kevin Bramhoff & Terry Teeft
The changing face of riding. What does that mean? The angle is that "we" (our age group) are aging out of riding
faster than there are riders to replace us. Motorcycling as we know it…well it is going to be different. We all have to
recognize the fact that, Gen-Y or Millennials, post Millennials / Gen-Z types are not really interested in motorcycling.
To put this age stuff all into perspective our present target age group for recruitment into GWRRA is the Gen-X's. Many
of us started riding at a very young age and this is where the present age group will not be our future unless we embrace
new riders as well as mature ones.
Let's tackle the age thing right now so we are all on the same page. As of 2018, the breakdown by age looks something
like this:
Baby Boomers: Baby boomers were born between 1944 and 1964. They're current between 54-74 years old (76 million
in U.S.)
Gen X: Gen X was born between 1965 - 1979 and are currently between 39-53 years old (82 million people in U.S.)
Gen Y: Gen Y, or Millennials, were born between 1980 and 1994. They are currently between 24-38 years old.
Gen Y.1 = 24-28 years old (31 million people in U.S.)
Gen Y.2 = 28-38 (42 million peeps)
Gen Z: Gen Z is the newest generation to be named and were born between 1995 and 2015. They are currently between
3-23 years old (nearly 74 million in U.S.)
Many Gen-Y & Gen-Z's do not even want a car and most are having issues with home ownership, never minds cars,
motorcycles, insurance etc. (note that this differs in many parts of the country) Even if they can afford a home, adults in
their early twenties are not even interested in a driver's license. There are a couple of reasons for this; urbanization of
where they are living, population densities and traffic make having a driver's license and driving or riding more of a
chore than a pleasant activity.
Most of them prefer Bicycles (the only "two wheels" they prefer) as their concerns are more for short distance mobility
and "the Environment" as they claim. They will also use Uber or Car Sharing for those longer journeys.
The motorcycle manufacturers have been paying attention to this trend. Harley Davidson has a particular concern as
they manufacture "big Iron" that costs a lot of money and have been losing sales. They needed answers so they could
address the future marketplace.
We will not get into all the detail, however; Harley Davidson took a proactive approach by inviting young adults to apply
for internships. These interns were tasked with learning to ride a motorcycle and riding the throughout the nation
documenting their journey as only Gen-Y & Gen-Z types can, using social media. Their reward at the end was a free
Harley Davidson Motorcycle. (That is a great deal)
What HD discovered is that a greater understanding of the needs of future motorcyclists is required and in order to get
young adults focused on motorcycling (the "other" Two Wheeled Market), it must be relevant to their current interests
and lifestyle.
Many Gen-Y & Gen-Z types are minimalist's due to lifestyle and affordability. Motorcycle manufacturers have noticed
this and styled rides that are more in tune with Gen-Y / Gen-Z buying habits.
(Please be mindful that our marketplace is small and the Motorcycle manufacturers with the exception of HD have been
making smaller motorcycles for other foreign markets for years – so introducing a smaller bike to North America is more
a matter of marketing rather than retooling)
Suzuki has introduced the SV650, it will appeal to the new generation for the following reasons:
Smaller less intimidating looking Motorcycle
Adequate for around town as well as multi day rides
70hp is adequate for a great riding experience
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Traction Control, ABS and a co-rider seat
Excellent handling, minimal maintenance
Its appearance is not over the top having a minimalist functional appearance
Low cost
Harley Davidson introduced the HD Iron 883:
Minimalist appearance
Small enough to not be overly intimidating
Customizable
The introductory price is a bit higher than Gen-Z buyers would appreciate but a lot less than the big baggers out there so
it is an option for them. After all, It Is a Harley Davidson, and American Icon of motorcycles.
Some other options that have come to light are Ride Sharing and what are called "E" – Rentals.
E-Rentals; As most young adults were raised by the internet, their need for "instant gratification" given to them by the
internet follows through to their buying habits as well as their need for "convenience" and the "frugal" nature that
directs their buying choices.
Music and movies have become free of charge for Gen-Y & Gen-Z. Just look at all of the Farewell "I have run out money"
concerts by extremely popular musicians we see today. Those royalties dried up due to the internet. Since frugal and
fast are now the common denominators, renting a motorcycle, especially an electric one (yes Harley and Zero
manufacture them in our market), will be very attractive as there is no maintenance costs or up-front capital purchase.
A rider can just pick one up at a rental location and drop it at another. With Electric bikes it is the same, using an APP on
their phone of course, they can pick up and drop off at a charging station. Eagle Rider (motorcycle rental company) is
already doing this with Zero electrics and of course with Conventional Internal Combustion HD motorcycles.

Ride sharing would be a little more complex. Essentially a stable of bikes owned by a group that would share all of the
costs. This would lead to some inconvenience, unlike a rental you would still own a share however, it still would make
sense as the capital outlay is shared. Yes, it is not in your garage, however, it has been discovered that the majority of
Gen-Y & Gen-Z types tend to prioritize frugalness over convenience and will inconvenience themselves to a certain
extent to save money, therefore getting to the stable is an acceptable inconvenience. As many riders are weekend
warriors or occasional riders, communal ride share makes sense.
We at GWRRA must start looking forward. Many long-time members look back fondly during the heyday of the
organization and remember "The good times". The "never-ending" riding group, to which they do not want to see any
change occur.
Nostalgia is nice, however cannot replace reality. We cannot build a future based on nostalgia. The reality is actually
quite simple and if we embrace it, our organization, the GWRRA will continue to flourish. We ignore change at the
organizations peril! Remember we are dinosaurs'; the face of riding is changing and has changed rapidly.
Think of this:
Honda Engineers changed the gold wing…Why?
They did their homework, they understand the new market place and the new customers they are targeting.
Honda is focusing on other size bikes…Why?
Honda as well as many other motorcycle manufacturers have examined their market, the affordability for their
customers, time constraints riders have today (no long-term trips), and the needs of riders today have all been taken
into account. Smaller bikes, even the New Gold Wing are the new focus as new customers demand it, also taking into
account as well there are 19% more women riders than just 5 years ago. The bike fits those riders better!
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Remember the Good times mentioned earlier? Well those are called experiences, that is what we are selling here in this
group, the GWRRA.
We must attract the new riders so as to continue the future of the GWRRA. We need to recruit the Gen-X mature riders
for today's maintenance and growth. We will do that by selling, Yes Selling the new rider as well as mature riders on an
organization that is a community of likeminded motorcycle enthusiasts, and on actual "riding experiences". We will
entice them by providing a safe riding group and riding venues that are not offered by any other riding association on
the continent.
There is no other group that offers what the GWRRA does. We are not going to preach to the choir as we all know the
benefits our association offers, we need to send that message out to the Gen-X, Gen-Y & Gen-Z population. We must
embrace the new riders and the new styles becoming a welcoming place for all motorcycle enthusiasts, not just Gold
Wing riders. Remember fellow "dinosaurs" this is not the end, just a new beginning.
Future articles with this theme will be published and the What, Where & How will be shared as well as answers to "your
questions". We invite you to respond…if you have a comment on the above, input, questions, or just a plain old
opinion, we welcome it. We may not agree with what you have to say, however we will respect comments made and
give them consideration. We will also be appreciative of the fact that you read the article and took the time to respond.
Respond to editor@gwrra-nwc.com.
Check out this story on how Harley Davidson Motorcycles is dealing with the changing face of riding, click the link to see
their response to the changing market at: http://www.millennialbrands.com.au/2018/05/harleydavidson-breaking-from-tradition-to-target-millennials/
Until we see you all again – Be safe – Ride safe
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FOR SALE: OLYMPIA THREE LAYER MOTORCYCLE JACKET - $150
Three layers - outer layer is Cordura
nylon with ballistic mesh panels for
maximum airflow and superior abrasion
resistance. Six external pockets, two
interior pockets and an oversized
waterproof back pocket offer multiple
storage options. Additional features
include a cushy neoprene framed collar,
side waist adjuster straps and reflective
detailing at the chest, back and side arms
for increased visibility in low light
situations. The rain liner is an AquaRes
laminated rain jacket that includes
zippers that allow it to be either
connected to the outer layer, or worn
seperately as a light jacket when not
riding. I found this to be especially useful
as it negated the need to pack a light
jacket in my luggage. The third layer is a
removable full sleeve thermal layer with
Thermolite insulation and an interior storage pocket. This layer can be zipped into the main outer shell or the rain
jacket shell as needed. This handy zip out feature ensures multi season riding comfort through a wide range of
temperatures and weather conditions. With just the outer layer I was nice and cool on hot days. With the rain layer

inserted I was dry as a bone on rainy days. With all three layers I was toasty warm on cold days. Retails for $519 New.
I’m selling it because I have a new bike and the colours don’t work, so I bought the exact same jacket in grey.

For more info contact gw.rider@outlook.com
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THE ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE TOURER
2019 HONDA GOLD WING
In January I ran an article previously published by Total
Motorcycle Reviews. I’ve had my 2018 for a little while now so
I’m going to start going through this article, piece by piece and
add my two cents worth, for what its worth 😊
ENGINE
The new horizontally opposed six-cylinder engine is smooth and
powerful. It’s an 1833cc design that’s over 13 pounds lighter
than before (more than 8 pounds for the DCT versions).
ALUMINUM CYLINDER SLEEVES
High-strength aluminum cylinder sleeves help reduce weight,
increase cooling efficiency, and reduce engine length. The
73mm cylinder bore and short, high-strength crankshaft also
help make the engine more compact.
UNICAM CYLINDER HEAD DESIGN
This engine uses four-valve, Unicam® cylinder head design that
improves engine performance and power, and also contributes
to the engine’s weight reduction. The four-valve per cylinder
design is also part of the Gold Wing’s superior fuel efficiency.

There are several things that contribute to a motorcycle’s weight, power, performance and handling, the heart of
which is of course the engine. Throughout the history of the Gold Wing, Honda has produced some of the most
reliable engines in world. We all know at least a few people with close to, or over 300,000 Km on their 1800s. While
it’s hard to speak to reliability yet, I am
confident this new engine will be a
testament to Honda’s engineering. As for
power, performance and handling, these
things I can speak to. This bike can run
circles around its predecessor. The power,
whether in Tour or Sport mode is absolutely
frightening. I must consistently monitor my
speedometer otherwise I find myself 30 km
or more over the posted speed limit. In
addition, the bike turns on a dime. I read in
‘Wing World, a rider who said he was much
better during an ARC course on this bike
compared to his previous Gold Wing and I
can see why. I went from a 1200 ‘Wing to
an 1800 and that was a huge leap forward in
performance and handling. This leap was
just as big. Good job on this one Honda!
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GOLDWING PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES
Please note – the articles in this section are not advertisements or reviews, just information on different products and
accessories that are out there and available. GWRRA, NWC District, or any individual Chapter in no way, shape, or
form endorses, recommends or benefits from the sale of these products.

J&M Digital Music Player
I was talking to a friend the other day, who has 2003 GL1800 and was complaining that his CD player was becoming
problematic. A solution to his complaint is to replace the aging CD player with an alternative such as the J&M Digital
Music Player. I used one in my 2010 Gold Wing for years, trouble free.
The JMDM-GL18E connects directly into the CD wiring harness on all 2001-2010 Honda Gold Wing audio systems. The
motorcycle then thinks the Digital Music Player is the CD Player, and therefore can be controlled by the handlebar
audio controls. You can store and play up to 550 MP3 song tracks (MP3, WMA or WAV) from your music library on a
single USB Thumb drive, with the ability to change tracks and folders from your handlebar controls. You can also
connect another device, such as an MP3 player, via the 3.5mm 3-conducter plug accessory cable and expand the
library of music available to you on the bike.
The newer versions have additional features such as the ability to link, by Bluetooth®, your smartphone or Garmin®
Zumo to the player allowing your smartphone stereo media or navigation commands to stream and automatically
prioritize over the music.
The device mounts inside the trunk, in place of the CD player, with a direct under-seat plug-n-play harness for
connection to the GL-1800 audio system, taking up a fraction of the room the CD Player would, thereby making
available valuable storage space. This is a complete plug-n-play installation with pre-gummed Velcro mounting strips
and installation/operation instructions.
J&M lists the item for $179.99US + Shipping, and while I couldn’t find it at FortNine or Amazon.ca, I was able to find at
WingStuff.com for $131.99US + Shipping. A similar product called the Digital Music CD mp3 Changer (DMC) can be
found on EBay.CA for $68.96CDN + $13.17CDN in Shipping.
If you know of another alternative
product, please let me know and
I’ll feature it here.

Tony Brooks
gw.rider@outlook.com
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BC-V PAST CHAPTER DIRECTOR’S CORNER
Leana told me about a motorcycle routing app she (somehow) found on her iPad. I
loaded it on my phone and was playing around with it to see what it might be like,
and she found another one.
Without getting on the road, I will try to do a quick review here.

This app is free to get started, and you are given 20 credits for free. The credits can be used to purchase maps, by
region. I downloaded BC/Yukon and Washington State, which cost me 5 credits. As far as I can tell, it will cost one
credit for each ‘route’ you build and ride.
I was hoping to plunk in a destination in, then look at the different routes it would plan out for a ‘curvy highway’,
‘curvy’ or ‘extra curvy’ ride. Unfortunately, the app will not let me scroll along the route to see what you’re it would
take, or to compare to the other app.
Some features I do like at a first glance is how it will save moving and stopped times, average and max speed, distance
and it will lay down ‘bread crumbs’. There is a feature where you can take pictures and link them to the trip. You can
buy credits as you go, by the month or lifetime AND, it looks like you may be able to use it on multiple devices.
What I don’t like, is the fact that I cannot load a destination, then look at the route (although I think it will give me
directions to a location, then allow me to save the route once completed).
I guess I will have to play with it while driving, lol.
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This app allows you to quickly build a route and look at it before heading out on a ride.
The map utilizes different shades of red, highlighting the amount of curves on a particular road. The darker the red,
the curvier that section of road is. Blue, shows routes you have ridden.
You can set a round trip of varying distances and again, look ahead to see where you are going. You can click a button
to start tracking, then just ride and the app will track your route so you can do it again or share it.
Like most apps these days, this one unlocks more features by purchasing a subscription. Some of the free features
are, Bluetooth directions, information such as altitude, auto zoom factor to your speed and will arrange your route
based on you ‘via points’ in a logical order, or, you like most motorcyclists, if you don’t take the most logical route,
you can determine the route you want. If you buy the premium, you will be notified of speed cameras ;o)
Things I don’t like . . . For a free app, it will end up costing money. (If you want to go into Washington, you must
upgrade)
It doesn’t seem to recognize ferries, or it might and doesn’t care, (a round trip random route goes via Galiano Island)
Things I do like: you can build a route, look at it, add via points, or rearrange where you want to go.
To build a random, round trip route, you can scale the distance and direction you want to go. This would be a great
feature on trips if you want to do a day ride from a particular place in unfamiliar territory.

Another app I have had for a while is Glympse. This app allows you to share your location with selected people. You
tag someone, who also must have the app, for the desired length of time. They can see your location in real time. I
have used this for the Ride For Doug, so the wind up BBQ is ready as soon as the lead rider arrives back at the finish
spot. I also share our location (off and on) with my daughter when we were on our cross Canada trip.

Kerry and Leana Zado
BC-V Past Chapter Director
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MOTORCYCLE NEWS
Off the Wall Motorcycle Laws
Of all the devious ways our
government has to separate us from
our hard-earned cash, none feels as
devious as the lowly traffic ticket.
Especially given some of the ridiculous
laws listed below.

DISTRICT NWC
(NORTH WEST COAST)

GOLD WING ROAD
RIDERS ASSOCIATION

http://gwrra-nwc.com/

http://www.gwrra.org/

District Director
Kevin Bramhoff
director@gwrra-nwc.com

The Gold Wing Road Riders
Association (GWRRA) is the
world's largest single-marque
social organization for owners and
riders of Honda Gold
Wing/Valkyrie motorcycles -- and
other motorcycles. Dedicated to
our motto, Fun, Safety and
Knowledge, GWRRA members
enjoy the freedom of belonging to
a not-for-profit, non-religious and
non-political organization.

District Ride Coordinator
Keiller Gowans
District Treasurer
Janet Turner
Motorist Awareness
Coordinator
Kathy Estey
Membership Enhancement
Coordinator
Ian McAlpine
District Educator
Gavin Karey-McKenna
District Webmaster
Dave Ward

Founded in 1977, GWRRA has
grown to more than 72,000 U.S.,
Canadian and international
Members in 53 foreign countries
in just 35 years. Over 800 active
Chapters are managed by 4,000
volunteer leaders working with
members to foster safe, enjoyable
riding while also working to
improve the public image of
motorcycling.

GWRRA Head Office
1-800-843-9460
customerservice@gwrra.org

Hawaii just signed a new shoulder
lane law, but it’s not very clear.
Motorcycles can now use shoulder
lanes, but only when the Department
of Transportation says so. Apparently
a few details need to be ironed out,
even though the law took effect in
January 2019.
Minnesota appears to be concerned
about students remembering to put
on pants in the morning. If you’re a
student in a motorcycle learning or
endorsement program, according to
statute 7411.0565, "Students must
always wear pants when riding".
Down in Alabama it’s apparently legal
to drive the wrong way down a oneway street if you have a lantern
attached to the front of your car or
motorcycle. This may sound a little
risky, especially in a State that feels
it's necessary to have a law making it
illegal to drive with a blindfold on.
Welcome to Nevada... now get your
camel off the highway. Yep, it’s illegal
to drive a camel on the road.
Pennsylvania really does need to join
the modern world. Motorists who
spot a team of horses coming their
way are required to pull well off the
road, cover their car with a blanket,
and let the horses pass.
And did you know it’s legal to hunt
whales from a moving car or
motorcycle in Tennessee? Isn’t
Tennessee landlocked?
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NWC DISTRICT EVENTS
The most up-to-date version of our Calendar can be found at:
http://gwrra-nwc.com/calendar/
Wed 6 Mar

Chapter D Dinner Gathering
6PM at Ricky’s All Day Grill, 8958, 1st St, Surrey

Sun 17 Mar

Chapter A Breakfast Gathering
8AM at Ricky's Restaurant, 2350 Boundary Rd, Burnaby

Tue 19 Mar

Chapter C Dinner Gathering
7PM at Rendezvous Restaurant, 9360 Young Road North, Chilliwack

Sun 24 Mar

Chapter V Breakfast Gathering
8:30AM at Jasmine's Restaurant, 1752 Island Hwy, Victoria

Wed 3 Apr

Chapter D Dinner Gathering
6PM at Ricky’s All Day Grill, 8958, 1st St, Surrey

Sun 7 Apr

Chapter BC-V Spring Bowling Social, POC: jwacantelon@gmail.com

Tue 16 Apr

Chapter C Dinner Gathering
7PM at Rendezvous Restaurant, 9360 Young Road North, Chilliwack

Sun 21 Apr

Chapter A Breakfast Gathering
8AM at Ricky's Restaurant, 2350 Boundary Rd, Burnaby

Sun 28 Apr

Chapter V Breakfast Gathering
8:30AM at Jasmine's Restaurant, 1752 Island Hwy, Victoria

Wed 1 May

Chapter D Dinner Gathering
6PM at Ricky’s All Day Grill, 8958, 1st St, Surrey

Sat 4 May

Chapter V Bike Awareness Show ‘n Shine: POC brucewalton@shaw.ca

Sun 19 May

Chapter A Breakfast Gathering
8AM at Ricky's Restaurant, 2350 Boundary Rd, Burnaby

17-20 May

Victoria Days Motorcycle Rally – Salmon Arm

Tue 21 May

Chapter C Dinner Gathering
7PM at Rendezvous Restaurant, 9360 Young Road North, Chilliwack

Sun 26 May

Chapter V Breakfast Gathering
8:30AM at Jasmine's Restaurant, 1752 Island Hwy, Victoria
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